PET imaging of the neuroreceptor systems in the brain has earned a prominent role in studying normal development, neuropsychiatric illness and developing targeted drugs. The dopaminergic system is of particular interest due to its role in the development of cognitive function and mood as well as its suspected involvement in neuropsychiatric illness. Nonhuman primate animal models provide a valuable resource for relating neurochemical changes to behavior. To facilitate comparison within and between primate models, we report in vivo D2/D3 binding in a large cohort of adolescent rhesus monkeys. Methods: In this work, the in vivo D2/D3 dopamine receptor availability was measured in a cohort of 33 rhesus monkeys in the adolescent stage of development (3.2-5.3 years). Both striatal and extrastriatal D2/D3 binding were measured using [F-18]fallypride with a high resolution small animal PET scanner. The distribution volume ratio (DVR) was measured for all subjects and group comparisons of D2/D3 binding among the cohort were made based on age and sex. Because two sequential studies were acquired from a single [F-18]fallypride batch, the effect of competing (unlabeled) ligand mass was also investigated. Results: Among this cohort, the rank order of regional D2/D3 receptor binding did not vary from previous studies with adult rhesus monkeys, with: putamen N caudate N ventral striatum N amygdala ∼ substantia nigra N medial dorsal thalamus N lateral temporal cortex ∼ frontal cortex. The DVR coefficient of variation ranged from 14%-26%, with the greatest variance seen in the head of the caudate. There were significant sex differences in [F-18]fallypride kinetics in the pituitary gland, but this was not observed for regions within the blood-brain barrier. Furthermore, no regions in the brain showed significant sex or age related differences in DVR within this small age range. Based on a wide range of injected fallypride mass across the cohort, significant competition effects could only be detected in the substantia nigra, thalamus, and frontal cortex, and were not evident above intersubject variability in all other regions. Conclusion: These data represent the first report of large cohort in vivo D2/D3 dopamine whole brain binding in the adolescent brain and will serve as a valuable comparison for understanding dopamine changes during this critical time of development and provide a framework for creating a dopaminergic biochemical atlas for the rhesus monkey.
Introduction
In recent years, in vivo identification of dopamine D2/D3 binding using PET imaging has focused on the extrastriatal regions of the brain, where the D2/D3 receptor density is reduced approximately 10-fold to 100-fold from the striatal regions of the putamen and caudate nucleus. The PET radioligands providing the most favorable imaging characteristics for visualizing the D2/D3 receptors in low density regions are the high affinity radiotracers [F-18] fallypride (Mukherjee et al., 1999) and [C-11] FLB 457 . This pursuit of characterizing extrastriatal dopaminergic function is driven by clinical research in neuropsychiatric illness revealing disease specific differences, in diseases such as schizophrenia (Suhara et al., 2002; Talvik et al., 2003; Tuppurainen et al., 2003; Yasuno et al., 2004; Buchsbaum et al., 2006 ), Parkinson's Disease (Kaasinen et al., 2000 (Kaasinen et al., , 2004 , depression (Klimke et al., 1999) and Tourette Syndrome (Gilbert et al., 2006) . There is also a strong interest in measuring dopamine transmission in the extrastriatal regions induced by either pharmacologic manipulation (Riccardi et al., 2006) or performance of a mental task (Aalto et al., 2005; Christian et al., 2006) . These findings demonstrate the need for further research in the extrastriatal D2/D3 system and promote the use of animal models to further examine its potential role in behavior, neuropsychiatric pathology and targeted drug development. The rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) serves as an excellent model for studying many of the neuroreceptor systems in the brain, including the dopaminergic system. Their anatomy, protein structure, receptor pharmacology and brain chemistry are considered to be similar to a large extent to humans. Neurodevelopmentally, the monkey brain mimics the human brain and many of the CNS tracts are found to be in close proximity in the monkeys and humans. Specific behaviors such as freezing, exploration and self-grooming have served as correlates to human emotional responses known to be related to the dopaminergic system (Pani et al., 2001) . The rhesus animal model and PET imaging have also been used to unveil disruptions in the dopaminergic system as a result of moderate levels of fetal alcohol exposure (Roberts et al., 2004) .
Neuroimaging of the extrastriatal D2/D3 receptors in the brain requires a high affinity radiotracer that is sufficiently cleared from nonspecific regions of the brain to provide a high target (specific) to background (nonspecific) binding ratio. [F-18] Fallypride possesses these attributes and has been validated in nonhuman primates (Christian et al., 2000 -rhesus; Slifstein et al., 2004 -baboons) and humans (Mukherjee et al., 2002; Siessmeier et al., 2005) to provide a quantitative index of D2/D3 binding. Further, the development of high resolution human and small animal PET imaging systems provides the necessary hardware to fully exploit the precise binding profile of [F-18] fallypride to the D2/D3 receptors throughout the brain. However, the use of high resolution imaging comes at the cost of requiring increased PET signal, i.e. a preserved number of counts per resolution element. A number of investigators have addressed the technical issues arising from small animal PET scanning and the tradeoff between higher resolution and reduced signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the implications on kinetic parameter estimation (Meikle et al., 2000; Sossi et al., 2005) . Within the limits of a given scanner configuration, the improved PET signal can be achieved by increasing the amount of injected radiotracer, however, consideration must be given to minimize the competition of "tracer" ligand mass effects (Hume et al., 1998; Jagoda et al., 2004; Kung and Kung, 2005) . Attention to mass effects of competing ligand is of particular concern for high affinity PET ligands, such as [F-18] fallypride and [C-11]FLB 457. For humans, it has been reported that doses of unlabeled FLB 457 should be less than 0.5 μg to avoid confounding occupancy of the drug (Olsson et al., 2004) . For radiotracers with very low nonspecific uptake, such as [F-18] fallypride, the requirements for adequate PET signal are dictated to a large extent not by the target regions with elevated specific binding, but rather by the regions with low specific binding as well as the reference region. The large difference in rate constants of ligand binding (k on ·B max ) and dissociation (k off ) of these radiotracers can require several hours of imaging to yield a stable measure of apparent binding potential (BP ND ). At these late time points the radiotracer concentration in the cortex and cerebellum is significantly reduced, presenting potential errors in accurately assaying the PET measured concentration. Due to these limits, the proper application of scanner related corrections such as scatter, randoms, attenuation and normalization are imperative to achieving accurate results (Bendriem and Townsend, 1998; Alexoff et al., 2003) .
The purpose of this study is to provide a description of the distribution of the D2/D3 dopamine receptors in the adolescent brain of the rhesus monkey. As this is the first such report of large cohort results, a primary emphasis is placed on the methodological issues presented in using a high affinity D2/D3 radiotracer with small animal PET imaging. We focus on a close examination of the effects of ligand mass in our measurement of [F-18] fallypride binding. Also, the kinetics of [F-18] fallypride in the cerebellum are presented in detail to examine the potential effects of small but significant specific binding and low concentration measurement. These data are presented to provide the neuroimaging community with information regarding the expected variation in D2/D3 receptor binding in the rhesus monkey and also to provide baseline data for further large cohort comparisons based on longitudinal studies or drug development research.
Methods

NHP colony
A total of 33 M. mulatta (rhesus) underwent [F-18] fallypride PET scans for this work. The cohort has been described in detail in our previous work (Oakes et al., 2007; Kalin et al., 2008) . It consisted of 23 female, 10 male; ages 3.2-5.3 years. Rhesus monkeys in captivity have a median life-span of 25 years (Colman and Kemnitz, 1999) . Though translation to human years is nonlinear, we can approximate the equivalent age of this cohort to be 12 year old humans. All animals were pair-housed at the Harlow Primate Laboratory and the Wisconsin National Primate Research Center. Animal housing and experimental procedures were in accordance with institutional guidelines.
Radiotracer production
The [F-18] fallypride was produced according to previously reported methods using a modified chemistry processing computer unit (CPCU) (Mukherjee et al., 1995) . The final product was formulated in a 5% ethanol saline solution for injection. To accommodate two PET imaging sessions per day, adequate batches of [F-18] fallypride were prepared from a single radiosynthesis. For the studies acquired as the second scan of the day (14 of 33 total studies), there was an average of 182 ± 11 min between the serial injections. The specific activity at the end of radiochemical synthesis was 2740 ± 1140 mCi/μmol, determined using analytic HPLC with UV absorbance detection. The PET scans were acquired with an injected amount of 5.0 ± 0.3 mCi of [F-18] fallypride and an injected mass of 1.8 ± 1.2 μg of fallypride.
High resolution small animal PET scanning
The monkeys were initially anesthetized with ketamine (15 mg/kg IM) and maintained on isoflurane (0.75%-1.5%) for the duration of the entire imaging session. The timing of anesthesia administration was closely monitored across the cohort, with a period of 33 ± 9 min between ketamine and radiotracer injection and 27 ± 10 min between isoflurane and injection. These will be referred to as ketamine timing and isoflurane timing for further analysis to investigate the possible effects of these drugs on radioligand binding (Nader and Czoty, 2008) . The animals were also administered atropine sulfate (0.27 mg IM) to minimize secretions during the course of the experiment. The subject's head was positioned face downward in the prone position using a stereotaxic headholder to maintain consistent orientation for all the scanned monkeys. The animal was then placed in the P4 microPET scanner (Concorde Microsystems, Inc. Knoxville, TN). This high resolution PET has a reconstructed in-plane and axial spatial resolution of 2 mm full width half maximum with a volume resolution of approximately 8 mm 3 . A 8.6 min transmission scan using a transmission point source was acquired to correct for the attenuation of the annihilation radiation within the tissue. The acquisition of the dynamic [F-18] fallypride PET scan was initiated with the injection of the [F-18] fallypride radiotracer. The dynamic data were acquired in list mode for a total of 150 min, to permit the calculation of quantitative results in all regions of the brain with dopamine D2/D3 receptors.
MRI scanning
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were acquired on all of the monkeys. Before undergoing MRI acquisition, the monkeys were anesthetized with intramuscular ketamine (15 mg/kg). Data were collected using a GE Signa 3 T scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a standard quadrature birdcage headcoil.
Subjects were positioned in a headholder for intersubject consistency. Whole brain anatomical images were acquired using an axial 3D T1-weighted inversion-recovery fast gradient echo sequence (TR = 9.4 ms, TE 2.1 ms, FOV = 14 cm, flip angle = 10°, NEX= 2, matrix = 512 × 512, voxel size= .3 mm, 248 slices, slice thickness= 1 mm, slice gap= 0.05 mm, prep time= 600, bandwidth = 15.63, frequency = 256, phase= 224).
Data processing
Following the acquisition of the PET scan, the list mode data were binned into multiple time frames consisting of 5 frames of 2 min each followed by 14 frames of 10 min each. The data were then reconstructed using the vendor supplied software (microPET Manager version 2.3.3.6) by filtered back projection (with Fourier rebinning, 0.5 cm − 1 ramp filter) to a voxel size of 1.26 mm × 1.26 mm × 1.21 mm and a matrix dimension of 128 × 128 × 63. All data were corrected for scanner normalization and dead time, scattered radiation (based on the direct calculation algorithm) and attenuation using segmented attenuation μ-maps. Parametric images of distribution volume ratio (DVR) were generated for each animal based on the 150 min dynamic [F-18] fallypride scan utilizing the cerebellum as a reference region representing negligible specific binding. Time-activity curves from the cerebellum were generated by applying circular regions of interest over the outer lobes (predominately grey matter) on three separate transaxial slices (total sampling volume = 1.11 cm 3 ) for each of the monkeys. Parametric images were generated based on the multilinear arrangement of the functional equation described by others (Ichise et al., 1996; Logan et al., 1996) , given as:
where C(t) and C'(t) are the voxel and reference region concentrations (nCi/ml), respectively, k 2 ' is the reference region tissue to plasma efflux constant (min
), R 1 is the ratio of voxel to reference efflux constants (k 2 /k 2 ') and DVR is the distribution volume ratio. This formulation was also used by Zhou et al. (2003) for radiotracers described by a single compartment model. For [F-18] fallypride kinetics, a two compartment model is necessary, requiring a period for linearization to be achieved. Thus, the regression parameters can be estimated for time T N t⁎, when the terms become linear. A t⁎ of 45 min was used for these data based on previously measured estimates of k 2 and k 2 ' (41). The DVR serves as a metric of the apparent binding potential (f ND BP = BP ND ), following the relationship:
with f ND representing the nondisplaceable (including free and nonspecifally bound) radiotracer fraction in the tissue space. We have chosen to use ∫ T 0 C t ð Þdt as the dependent variable rather than an independent variable (as reported in Ichise et al., 2003) to increase the stability in the DVR estimation. The integration in the ∫ T 0 C t ð Þdt serves to reduce the noise in the voxel-based data by temporal smoothing, however, it will also contribute to a biased estimation of the DVR regression coefficient, with greater noise levels resulting in an increasingly reduced DVR estimation (Carson 1993) . To reduce noise at the voxel-based level, the images from each time frame were spatially smoothed using a 3 × 3 (in-plane) voxel median filter, similar to techniques proposed by Zhou et al. (2003) . Though partially offsetting the high resolution of the small animal PET scanner, the median filter tends to preserve edges and furthermore this modest level of smoothing promotes the relative level of post-processing smoothness required for spatially normalized group comparison due to intersubject variations and random field theory (Worsley et al., 1992) .
To facilitate group comparison of the DVR parametric images, the data were transformed into stereotaxically common space defined by the rhesus monkey atlas of Paxinos et al. (2000) using the FSL-Flirt software . To accomplish this, integrated images of [F-18] fallypride representing both radioligand delivery and binding were created using the entire dynamic study. These sum-images were then coregistered to the high resolution T1-weighted MRIs for each animal. The corresponding transformation matrix was then applied to the DVR parametric image to place both the PET and MRI data in common space. The T1-weighted MRI was spatially transformed to stereotaxic space using methods defined in our previous work (Kalin et al., 2005) . This transformation for each animal was then applied to the PET DVR images to place all studies in common space. The image volumes were resliced into voxel dimensions of 0.625 mm isotropic. Regions of interest were defined on the MRI image of the template space for putamen (2.47 cm 3 ), caudate head (0.89 cm 3 ), ventral striatum -centrally placed within boundaries (0.14 cm ). These areas were selected based upon a relative uniformity of [F-18] fallypride binding within each region and minimal overlap with surrounding structures that could contribute to a spillover of radioactive signal. For example, the basal amygdala was defined as the inferior portion of the total amygdala region and was chosen as a separate region based on the high focal D2/D3 binding and clear separation from the inferior putamen.
To examine the potential of variability being introduced into the dataset due to the MRI coregistration and spatial normalization procedures, we also obtained region of interest DVR values from the PET data in native space. The regions of the putamen and substantia nigra were selected based on their distinctive pattern of [F-18] fallypride binding and the frontal cortex was chosen as the region outside the basal ganglia. Circular ROIs of fixed volume were centrally applied to the peak regions of the putamen (0.46 cm 3 -spanning 5 image planes), substantia nigra (0.08 cm 3 -3 image planes) and frontal cortex (0.40 cm 3 -3 image planes). It is important to distinguish that these ROIs were drawn over the regions of peak concentration on the PET images (i.e. based on chemoarchitecture) in contrast to the template ROIs which were traced on the MRI template defined with reference to Paxinos et al. (2000) . No corrections were applied to account for resolution effects (i.e. partial volume effects). Although such corrections are important for individual quantitative measures, for groupwise statistical analysis the advantage is minimal, in part because the correction is undone during the spatial smoothing step.
Data analysis
The DVR values for the region of interest data were compared across the entire cohort to investigate the variability in [F-18] fallypride D2/D3 binding. Group-based sex differences were investigated using a two-sample t-test. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed to examine the effects of the experimental variables on [F-18] fallypride DVR. Because a single batch of radiopharmaceutical was used for two sequential PET scans for some of the experiments, we closely examined the effects of injected ligand (unlabeled fallypride) mass on the measurement of DVR. A correlation analysis of DVR with the injected fallypride mass was performed across the entire cohort for each ROI. Based on the equilibrium relationship between the bound (B) and free (F) ligand, the fractional occupancy (B/B max ) of the ligand for the receptor site is given by:
thus being dependent only on the free ligand concentration (F) and the equilibrium dissociation rate constant (K D ) and independent of the local receptor concentration B max . Though true equilibrium is not sustained (or necessarily achieved) for bolus injection studies, this relationship indicates that the measured DVR should be reduced for the studies with increased injected mass (or decreased specific activity), e.g. for the second injection during a multiple-subject PET imaging session. These effects of competing ligand mass (unlabeled fallypride) were examined by comparing the measured DVR with two indices: i) the injected mass scaled to body weight (μg/kg) and ii) the integrated cerebellar time-activity curve (AUC). The PET measured cerebellar AUC represents the nondisplaceable (free and nonspecifically bound) ligand that crosses the blood brain barrier (BBB), which is a more accurate measure of "free" ligand than the injected mass (scaled to body weight) index of μg/kg as is used in non-imaging pharmacological studies. The AUC index minimizes the cohort variability caused by peripheral metabolism of ligand by excluding the measurement of polar metabolites that do not cross the BBB. Though the AUC does contain a component of nonspecifally bound ligand, and perhaps small amounts of specifically bound ligand, we must assume the variability in this component is minimal as it is also present in the outcome measure of DVR. The AUC was calculated by integrating the decay corrected cerebellar data over the entire 150 min of PET acquisition, with units of radioactivity (AUC r ) and also by converting to units of pmol/mL·min (AUC c ) by division with the [F-18] fallypride specific activity. Simulations are presented to illustrate the theoretical effects of ligand mass on the measured DVR (see Fig. 5 ). These simulations were performed using previously reported in vivo parameters for [F-18] fallypride (Christian et al., 2004) and the AUC c values were scaled to match the nondisplaceable concentration of the tissue at the time of equilibrium based on simulated data.
Results
Cerebellum kinetics
The time course of [F-18] fallypride in the region of the cerebellum is shown in Fig. 1 for the decay corrected data. These data reveal high initial uptake of radiotracer followed by relatively rapid clearance with only approximately 0.003% injected dose (I.D.) per cc of tissue at 2 h post-injection. These data were fit to a bi-exponential curve to provide an estimate of the clearance of radiotracer from the cerebellum, with the results given in Table 1 .
The figure reveals relatively close agreement in kinetics across the cohort with the mean cerebellar concentration during the final 30 min revealing a coefficient of variation of 27% (0.0027 ± 0.0007% I.D./cc) and all values within 2 standard deviations of the mean. There was also no significant correlation between cerebellar AUC r and animal weight (r = −0.18, p b 0.31).
Regional D2/D3 dopamine binding Table 2 , with the exclusion of 2 animals having DVR values that were more than 2 standard deviations from the group mean. These data illustrate the range in specific D2/D3 binding for regions of high, medium and low D2/D3 receptor density. The coefficient of variation (s.d./mean ⁎ 100%) for these regions is shown for both DVR and BP ND (= DVR − 1). The thalamus has a highly heterogeneous distribution of D2/D3 receptors throughout the subregions. The thalamic ROI was centered over the midline region of the inferior thalamus, revealing the highest uptake of the thalamic subregions. The rank order of D2/D3 binding for each animal was approximately consistent across all regions, i.e. the monkeys with the highest putamen binding also had the highest binding in the amygdala, substantia nigra, anterior cingulate, etc. The Spearman correlation coefficient for DVR between the regions was highest among the striatal regions with 0.90 N ρ N 0.65 between the putamen, caudate and ventral striatum. For the other regions, the correlations between regions ranged from 0.20-0.60 and were positive in all cases. The pituitary revealed no correlations outside the range of −0.10 b r b 0.10, though it must be noted that some of the assumptions of the reference region model fail in this region outside the blood brain barrier.
DVR measurements were also made on the native PET images, prior to spatial processing, to minimize potential intersubject variance due to spatial coregistration and normalization. ROIs were drawn only for the putamen, substantia nigra and frontal cortex based on the PET images. The DVRs for these ROIs were significantly greater compared to the template based values (shown in the Table 2) due to the central ROI placement on the PET data, however, there was a slightly reduced coefficient of variation for each region: putamen (mean = 28.6, COV = 19%, COV BP ND = 20%), substantia nigra (3.40, 13%, 18%) and frontal cortex (1.52, 12%, 35%), suggesting that a small but measurable amount of variance is introduced due to the process of spatial normalization with MRI-based ROIs, or that these structures are not homogenous with respect to dopamine response, and/or that a partial volume correction might be needed. There was also a very strong correlation between the native PET and template based DVR values, r = 0.98, 0.92, 0.92 for the putamen, substantia nigra and frontal cortex, respectively.
The effects of the experimental variables, including sex, age, weight, and timing of anesthesia (ketamine and isoflurane) administration on D2/D3 binding using hierarchical multiple regression are shown in Table 3 . Based on the Welch two sample t-test, there was no significant sex-based difference in age (p = 0.31), weight (p = 0.11), ketamine timing (p = 0.15), isoflurane timing (0.23), fallypride mass (=0.89) or AUC c (p = 0.43). Also, there was no significant correlation between age, weight, ketamine timing, isoflurane timing and fallypride mass (μg/kg) explanatory parameters. Though all of the brain Decay corrected data fit following the peak activity, at times of 6-150 min. For all studies the peak concentration occurred during the second time frame (2-4 min) with the scan initiated with a 30 s bolus infusion of radiotracer.
regions displayed higher average [F-18] fallypride binding in the females, the only region revealing a significant difference based on sex was the pituitary, with the females displaying 38% greater uptake. Further analysis considerations in the pituitary will be addressed in the Discussion. Within the brain, there were no significant differences (when corrected for multiple comparisons) in [F-18] fallypride binding due to age or weight when controlled for sex. As seen in the table the range in age (3.20-5.26 yr) and weight (4.6-8.7 kg) of the subjects was relatively small. Shown in Fig. 4 are the DVR values in the putamen and amygdala plotted as a function of age.
Fallypride mass effects
Table 3 also gives the results for the correlation of [F-18] fallypride binding with the body mass scaled fallypride and total integrated nondisplaceable fallypride (AUC c ). It can be seen that a statistically significant relationship with AUC c was measured in the substantia nigra, thalamus, and frontal cortex, with only the thalamus showing significance when corrected for multiple comparisons. The individual data points for four of the regions are shown in Fig. 5 , using the native PET ROIs. Also plotted is the theoretical relationship between the measured binding (DVR-1) and the total integrated nondisplaceable fallypride (AUC c ). This curve is included only to serve as an indicator of the theoretical mass dependent effects on DVR for constant values of B max and K D , which cannot be assumed for these data due to intersubject variability.
Discussion
Normative databases of PET neuroligand binding have been reported in humans for dopamine synthesis, D 1 receptors, D 2 receptors, and transporters (Ito et al., 2008) and 5-HT 1A receptors (Rabiner et al., 2002; Costes et al., 2005) . These provide an important resource to the neuroimaging community not only for exploring specific regional variations in neuroreceptors but also for providing insight into sample size considerations and experimental methodologies. As molecular imaging techniques such as small animal PET expand in scope for studying disease, treatment response and Fig. 2 . Extrastriatal regions with high focal uptake of [F-18] fallypride. Coregistered MRIs (top row) reveal two corresponding coronal slices (indicated by c1 and c2 on sagital view) and regions of elevated [F-18] fallypride binding (bottom row) in the thalamus (Th), substantia nigra (SN) and amygdala (Amg) in addition to the striatum which is set to a threshold of red. Fig. 3 . PET time-activity curves of [F-18] fallypride in the regions of the brain with varying D2/D3 receptor density. Shown in order of highest to lowest uptake are putamen (♦), head of caudate ( ), ventral striatum ( ), pituitary (x), amygdala ( ), frontal cortex ( ) and cerebellum (+). The time course of the thalamus and substantia nigra (not shown) are similar to the amygdala and the temporal cortex (not shown) closely resembles the frontal cortex.
screening new candidate drugs for therapy (Lee and Farde, 2006; Strome and Doudet, 2007) , it is necessary to fully scrutinize the methodological and experimental parameters to characterize sources of experimental and biological variance. The rhesus monkey provides an excellent model for studying neurochemical alterations in the brain implicated in neuropsychiatric illness. The neurochemical pathways and behavioral similarities with humans, particularly for the dopaminergic and serotonergic systems, allow the investigator to exploit the wide array of developed PET tracers targeting the various receptor subtypes.
The large cohort of rhesus monkeys in the current study permits reliable baseline measurements of D2/D3 binding in both the striatal and extrastriatal regions of the brain, and enables investigation of regional binding and variability of [F-18] fallypride in the rhesus monkey using small animal PET imaging. During the acquisition of the scans, these animals were in the adolescent period of development. At present we cannot provide a comparison of D2/D3 binding with other age groups acquired with high resolution small animal PET systems, thus it is not possible to explore characteristics of D2/D3 dopaminergic innervation unique to this stage of development. However, this dataset will provide a valuable resource for future comparisons of age dependent changes in D2/D3 receptors. In this section we provide an overview of the regional distribution of D2/D3 receptors from this large cohort. Further, to explore potential sources of variability beyond biological differences we examine the effects of competing unlabeled ligand mass, an issue which continually arises for detecting nanomolar levels of receptors in the brain.
Distribution of D2/D3 receptors in the rhesus brain
The general patterns of [F-18] fallypride binding in the rhesus brain are similar to previous reports of D2/D3 binding in humans (Kessler et al., 1993; Olsson et al., 1999; Mukherjee et al., 2002) , though there are some differences in the rank order of the brain regions (discussed below). Because these data were analyzed in standardized space, the reconstructed images were not corrected for partial volume effects. Thus we do not make an attempt to quantitatively compare D2/D3 binding between regions. However, regional DVRs in the putamen, substantia nigra and frontal cortex revealed very high correlations (98%, 92%, 92%, respectively) between native and standardized space Bold -significant when corrected for multiple comparisons.
a Ketamine (and isoflurane) timing is the time period between ketamine (isoflurane) administration and the injection of radioligand. data suggesting they are relatively homogenous across subjects, which implies that a partial volume correction would cause a similar change across subjects within a particular structure. The highest concentration of dopamine D2/D3 receptor binding was measured in the striatal regions of the brain with the largest DVR values found in the putamen and the head of the caudate (see Table 2 ), with no noticeable variation in the binding of [F-18] fallypride within these clearly visualized regions. The regions of the ventral striatum and body of the caudate (not shown in Table 2 ) displayed DVR measurements of approximately 50% reduction compared to values in the putamen. Outside of the striatum, the regions of the substantia nigra, thalamus and amygdala all displayed approximately the same magnitude of DVR, which is roughly tenfold less than the putamen. In the thalamus, there are only two regions demonstrating focal uptake of [F-18] fallypride. The most extensive thalamic uptake is seen in the midline region of the inferior thalamus, with lower but significant binding seen in the region of the anterior medial nuclei. The limited resolution of the small animal PET scanner and the smoothing effects of spatial normalization process leave some uncertainty in the precise labeling of thalamic subregions, with our regions likely including a portion of the neighboring superior colliculi.
The rhesus thalamic pattern of D2/D3 binding is noticeably different than reported in humans as detailed by Rieck et al. (2004) using autoradiographic sections, where the highest levels of binding are seen in the midline anterior regions and significantly lower binding in the region of the medial dorsal nucleus. Fig. 6 provides a comparison of human and rhesus [F-18] fallypride binding to visually illustrate the difference in regional thalamic binding. Identification of binding in specific thalamic nuclei of the rhesus monkey for comparison with humans will require in vitro labeling with autoradiography, but such data is not available at this time for the rhesus monkey. Species related comparative analysis will be of great interest in nonhuman primate models of neuropsychiatric disease, such as substance abuse (Porrino et al., 2004; Nader and Czoty 2008 ), parkinson's disease (Emborg 2007) and schizophrenia (Lipska and Weinberger, 2003) , where thalamic dopaminergic innervation may be compromised.
The cortical areas (frontal and temporal) displayed low but significant amounts of specifically bound receptor, with approximately 30% of the measured PET signal originating from bound radiotracer. In humans, there is significantly greater binding in the temporal gyri (medial and inferior) compared to other cortical regions in the brain. In our previous work with [F-18] fallypride in humans, we found 3-4 times greater BP ND in the temporal region compared to the frontal cortical regions (Mukherjee et al., 2002) . In baboons using [C-11]FLB457, Delforge et al. (1999) reported a 6-fold increase in temporal cortex B max compared to the frontal cortex, though it is unclear if this work included regions of the parahippocampal cortex and amygdala with elevated D2/D3 binding. Our previous findings in rhesus monkeys using a high resolution human brain scanner are in agreement with our present study revealing approximately uniform levels of D2/D3 binding in the frontal and lateral temporal cortices (--) represents the relationship between the bound to free ratio (DVR-1) and the free ligand based on simulation data. This curve is valid for a constant receptor density (B max ) and affinity (1/K D ) and served as an indicator of the expected decrease in DVR-1 as a function of increased mass. Only the plot of the substantia nigra reveals a statistically significant relationship between DVR-1 and AUC C . (Christian et al., 2000; Christian et al., 2004) , enforcing the finding that there is a mismatch between humans and rhesus monkeys in temporal cortical binding.
The coefficient of variation in DVR (see Table 2 ) across the cohort was consistent over all regions with the exception of the pituitary, ranging from 14%-26%, with the largest COV seen in the caudate head. However, if we consider COV in BP ND (=DVR− 1), which is of greater interest for testing group differences in B max , a larger variation is seen in the low D2/D3 receptor density regions, particularly the cortical areas. In the striatum, this variation is close to that reported with [C-11] raclopride of 22-26% reported in the literature in humans . Also, the variation in subcortical regions are in line with COVs reported in humans of approximately 30% for PET D2/D3 binding (Olsson et al., 1999; Asselin et al., 2007) . These data can be used as guidance for power analysis for future experiments. For example, to detect a 20% change in DVR in the amygdala between groups, a sample size of approximately 24 monkeys is needed for 80% power and p b 0.05.
The only significant correlation of [F-18] fallypride binding with sex, age and weight variables was a sex based difference in the pituitary (Table 3) . We have previously reported significant specific binding in this region (Mukherjee et al., 2002) , following earlier reports using in vitro binding assays with [I-131] epidipride (Kessler et al., 1993) . It is important to note the limitations of a reference region method of analysis for determining pituitary binding. The reference region provides the time course of the nondisplaceable ligand contained within the blood-brain barrier (BBB). However, the pituitary lies outside this protective barrier so we can no longer make the assumption that the nondisplaceable space distribution volume (K 1 /k 2 ) is equivalent with the reference region (cerebellum). Similarly we can assume that a portion of the signal in the pituitary represents bloodborn hydrophilic metabolites, which represent approximately half of the plasma concentration at 60 min post-injection. Thus there is the possibility that a component of the differences between sexes is due to peripheral metabolism of [F-18] fallypride. For these reasons, we report a pituitary to cerebellum ratio, rather than DVR. For this cohort we found ratios of 3.03 ± 0.86 for females and 1.88 ± 0.23 for males (p b 0.0009). In female rats, it has been shown that D2 receptor expression and dopamine itself displays changing levels during estrous cycle, pregnancy and lactation (Zabavnik et al., 1993) . None of the females in this cohort were pregnant during the experiment and there was no attempt to control for the period of the estrous cycle and the scan date. Observations of the onset of mensus were recorded (based on sex skin color and swelling), however, this information was not included in the analysis. There was no significant sex difference in %COV DVR in any other regions of the brain, thus despite an unbalanced cohort (23 females, 10 males) there is no suggestion that increased variance could be attributed to sex differences, which is consistent to previous studies in the cynomolgus monkey focusing on the striatal region (Nader and Czoty 2008 -for review).
Methodological considerations Reference region kinetics
The kinetics of [F-18] fallypride in the cerebellum were closely examined because the estimation of DVR is heavily dependent on the time course of [F-18] fallypride in this region. The cerebellum serves as a reference region exhibiting negligible D2/D3 binding for all commonly used substituted benzamides, including [C-11] raclopride and [C-11]FLB357. The presence of small yet significant D2 receptorspecific binding in the cerebellum has been reported frequently (Delforge et al., 1999; Olsson et al., 1999 Olsson et al., , 2004 and associated bias in the measured DVR has been well characterized in humans for FLB457 (Asselin et al., 2007) . The effect of specific cerebellar binding on the estimation of target region binding is given by the relationship: DVR apparent =DVR true / (DV T / DV ND ), for the total (T) and nondisplaceable (ND) cerebellar distribution volume (DV). For these data, if we assume a specific binding in the cerebellum that is 75% less than the frontal cortex, as reported by Olsson et al. (1999) for FLB457, the estimates of [F-18] fallypride reported herein would be underestimated by 11% (i.e. DV T / DV ND = 1.11). Analysis based on the measurement of the arterial input function would remove potential bias due to specific binding in the reference region, however, the task of gathering and analyzing arterial input measurements present their own challenges and uncertainties, thus the potential of introducing bias in the DVR or BP ND measurements is a commonly accepted tradeoff for the experimental ease of using reference region methods. We are not aware of any reports on the density of D2/D3 receptors in the cerebellar lobes of the rhesus monkeys, however, based on human PET Buchsbaum et al., 2006) were spatially normalized to the MNI152 MRI datset (top left) (Lancaster et al., 2007) . The transaxial slice goes through the mid-thalamic region (outlined for reference), 8 mm above the AC-PC plane. The rhesus DVR [F-18] fallypride images were spatially normalized to the rhesus standardized space (McLaren et al., in press ) (top right, skull stripped). The transaxial slice is 6 mm above the AC-PC plane. Unlike humans, the rhesus monkeys display low binding in the anteroventral region of the thalamus. The thalamic regions (Th) on the transaxial slices do not outline the full extent of the thalamic nuclei. Other labeled regions include the pituitary (Pit), caudate head (HCd), caudate tail (TCd) and putamen (Pu).
data with [C-11] FLB457 reporting a BP = 0.17 (n = 8) (Olsson et al., 1999) we can estimate that the variation due to reference region specific binding will be less than 5% for this dataset.
The relatively low levels of nonspecific binding observed with highly selective, high affinity D2/D3 radiotracers such as [F-18] fallypride or [C-11] FLB457 permit measurement of extrastriatal regions in the brain. However, the low levels of radioligand signal in the reference regions present a challenge for the accurate quantitative measurement of DVR due to reduced noise equivalent count rates, requiring strict attention to the implementation of scanner normalization and scatter correction.
Prior to the initiation of this protocol we performed a phantom study with a NEMA cylindrical phantom and simulated [F-18] fallypride distribution to examine the accuracy of radioactivity recovery within the context of our experimental design. These data revealed the error in the measurement of radioactive concentration ([true-measured]/true) was less than 2% at 100 nCi/cc, with the error increasing to 15% at 50 nCi/cc and rapidly increasing with lower concentrations, using ROIs equivalent to the cerebellar regions. Based on our previous experience with fallypride in the rhesus monkey, a 5 mCi injection was chosen to target a cerebellar concentration in excess of 50 nCi/cc at 2 h post-injection. The mean measured concentration in the cerebellum for these studies with 5 mCi injection was approximately 75 nCi/cc at 2 h post-injection (without decay correction). Only 4 studies were below this target concentration, with the lowest at approximately 40 nCi/cc.
There was no significant correlation between cerebellar radioactivity AUC r (nCi/cc·min) and animal weight with a range in weight of 3.4-8.7 kg (5.8 ± 1.1 kg). The AUC r represents the total amount of free (and nonspecifically bound) radioligand presented to the tissue and it would be expected that dilution in a larger (blood) volume would result in a reduced AUC r based on the frequently used approximation that the total blood volume is roughly 10% of body weight (Fox et al., 2002) . Though this is considered an imprecise estimate, a statistically significant correlation was expected between animal weight and cerebellar AUC r as supported by radiotracer studies of allometry (Lambrecht and Eckelman, 1983) . This lack of correlation may be due to biological variation in components of the nondisplaceable space distribution volume, which relates the reference (C ref ) and plasma concentration (C a ) according to: f P C a = f ND C ref , where f P and f ND are the free fractions in the plasma and reference compartment, respectively. Other potential explanations could be the peripheral metabolism of [F-18] fallypride into hydrophilic species which are unable to cross the blood-brain barrier in the cerebellum as well as physiological factors resulting in degradation of the radioligand (Jagoda et al., 2004) . To compare this to the variation in cerebellar kinetics with human data, we re-examined our earlier work comparing subjects with schizophrenia with matched controls . Based on 15 normal human controls, there was also a lack of correlation between cerebellar radioactive AUC r and subject weight (ρ = −0.02, p b 0.95). The coefficient of variation in the human cerebellar AUC r was 18%, compared to 19% for this cohort of monkeys. Though there is limited information comparing [F-18] fallypride kinetics in humans and rhesus monkeys, this close agreement between cerebellar AUC r despite dramatically different PET scanner configurations between the two species supports the notion that the variation in cerebellar AUC is not due to potential systematic errors in the measurement of low level radioactivity but rather due to biological variability.
Mass effects
For this work, we chose to perform two sequential studies (i.e. injections) from a single batch of [F-18] fallypride to ease the demands for radiopharmaceutical production. Because radioligand imaging studies suffer from poor count based information density, it is important to preserve count statistics across subjects, leading to our choice to inject similar amounts of [F-18] radioactivity for all studies (5 mCi) rather than similar fallypride ligand mass. If the goal had been equal mass injections, the 182 ± 11 period between the injection of the first animal and the second animal would translate into a 70% reduction in [F-18] fallypride radioligand. Such a discrepancy in counting statistics have the potential to introduce biased estimates of DVR calculations, particularly for voxel based analysis (Ichise et al., 2002) . However, the 3-fold increase in fallypride mass between injections accompanying constant radioactivity injections warrants close examination for potential confounds due to the presence of additional competing ligand.
The relationship between the concentration of receptor-bound and free ligand is well established based on in vitro methods. These concepts can be extended to in vivo settings utilizing the ability of PET to assay the concentration of the radioligand. Using the methods presented by Holden et al. (2002) , an in vivo binding relationship can be defined as: were held constant to values reported in our earlier work (Christian et al., 2004) and were not taken from this cohort. Second, the x-axis in this figure serves only as an index of the free (F) ligand concentration representing all nondisplaceable ligand and does not account for potential variability in the fraction which is not nonspecifically bound (f ND ). It should also be noted that the x-axis from Fig. 5 plots the free fallypride AUC c which serves as an index of the free (F) concentration.
Based upon the simulations in Fig. 5 , we can estimate a 23% difference in ligand occupancy (or BP ND ) between the monkeys in the lower-and upper-half mass groups (approximated as the first and second scanning groups of a session) if a constant K D is assumed. Significant (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) correlations between DVR and fallypride mass were only observed in the substantia nigra, thalamus, and frontal cortex. This provides an indication of the intersubject variability in the various regions of the brain that were examined, which was lowest in these regions. The inability to significantly measure this difference in other brain regions indicates it is a comparatively small source of variance with respect to the intersubject variability. By making the assumptions that K app D is constant across all subjects (∼ 0.4 nM) and that the free concentration is similarly proportional to the injected mass, it can be estimated that the coefficient of variation (COV) in DVR due to ligand mass effects alone would be approximately 15% for these data. Thus, differences in specific activity have the potential to serve as a significant source of variability, given the variance from the different sources propagates in quadrature for normal distributions. Though the injected ligand mass can be assigned as a covariate in group comparisons, unfortunately it is not possible to apply an analytic correction to the measured DVR to account for the competing ligand because of the intrinsic correlation in B max and K app D in the estimation of DVR, neither of which are known nor assumed to be constant. An alternative to account for the effects of variable ligand mass and to uncouple B max and K app D parameters is to perform multiple injection studies of radioligand, with separate injections of varying ratios of radiolabeled and unlabeled ligand (i.e. specific activity). These methods serve as the gold standard for isolating potential disease specific alterations in receptor density and receptor-ligand affinity, however, at the cost of significantly increased experimental complexity as well as increased intersubject variability in the independent B max and K app D parameters (Logan et al., 1997) . For human PET studies, regulatory restrictions generally limit the injectable mass to avoid pharmacological doses (e.g. b5% receptor occupancy), with higher levels permitted in nonhuman primates. Though significant radioligand occupancy holds the potential to induce pharmacological effects via mechanisms such as receptor trafficking or changing levels of endogenous neurotransmitter, there is no evidence based on previous experiments with D2/D3 antagonists PET radioligands that the D2/D3 receptor system becomes altered over the course of the experiment (Delforge et al., 1999; Christian et al., 2004; Olsson et al., 2004; Slifstein et al., 2004) . Based on our results, we feel it is not prohibitive to use two injections from a single synthesis for these experiments though this decision must be determined by the allowable level of variance and the type of analysis being performed. For example, situations that will show limited sensitivity to ligand mass induced variations include experimental designs using each animal as its own control with multiple PET scans (e.g. drug occupancy studies) or when the analysis involves measuring changes in receptor binding with respect to a target region, such as looking for asymmetries in receptor density (Vernaleken et al., 2007; Tomer et al., 2008) . For group based comparisons, the effects of radioligand mass should be considered and the experiment should be balanced across cohorts to account for potential mass effects.
Conclusions
We present the measurement of D2/D3 dopamine receptor binding in a large cohort of rhesus monkeys using small animal PET imaging with [F-18] fallypride. The variance of intersubject DVR measured in this cohort was similar across all regions of the brain, with the highest variability found in the caudate nucleus. This variability was consistent with levels reported by others in normative groups measuring PET neuroreceptor binding in humans. Other than the pituitary, there was no significant dependence of D2/D3 binding with sex or age. This presentation focused on methodological issues specific to large cohort studies using small animal PET systems, however, these issues are readily extendable to human studies, particularly with high affinity PET neuroligands. A constant amount of radioactivity was selected for injection rather than basing it on animal weight (e.g. mCi/kg) or constant ligand mass. The 5 mCi injection was dictated by statistical requirements needed to yield an acceptable signal in the reference region. There was a wide range of injected fallypride mass across the cohort as the result of exploring the use of sequential injections for a single production batch of radiotracer. The effects of competing unlabeled ligand (fallypride) could only be detected in the selected structures but not uniformly across all regions of the brain with specific D2/D3 binding across the cohort. This suggests the variance attributed to biological differences obscures the effects of ligand mass effects. The level of acceptable variance is dictated by the resources available to the investigator, i.e. an ideal experimental design would involve the determination of B max and K D of each animal -though the group variance in these measures would require further investigation. We feel single injection measures of DVR or BP provide suitable indicators of D2/D3 receptor binding and will provide a valuable resource for further investigations of longitudinal, behavioral or pharmacological changes in the D2/D3 neuroreceptor system.
